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INT. ANGEL'S HOME - MIDNIGHT

Angel (21), wearing a "Birthday Girl" shirt, holding a half 
finished wine bottle and multiple gift bags, walks into her 
apartment. She heads up the stairs to her bedroom, stumbling 
over her own feet. She drops everything on the floor, grabs 
her LED room lights remote, and turns the color green on. 
Throwing the remote onto her bed, she rips her heels off.

(multiple phone notifications)

She picks up her phone and walks to her living room. Angel 
reaches her security alarm key pad in the hallway and types 
in a 4 digit code.

HER PHONE SCREEN IS SHOWN ON SCREEN AS SHE WALKS AND SWIPES 
(INSTAGRAM AND FACEBOOK 'BIRTHDAY WISHES' POSTS ARE SEEN)

Stumbling away, Angel half grins at her screen and plops down 
onto the couch. The green glow of her room is so bright, it's 
seen at all points of her home. Her room color changes to 
red.

PHONE SCREEN PROJECTION STOPS (THE LAST PHOTO SEEN IS OF 
TRIPLETS HOLDING FIREARMS AND THEIR NEW CARRYING LICENSES)

Angel quickly clicks her phone off and looks over her 
shoulder as the room color switches back to green. She shakes 
her head, trying to physically get the thought out of her 
head and laughs, weakly.

(a video from her phone blares)

PHONE PROJECTION STARTS AND ABRUPTLY DISAPPEARS AGAIN

Angel quickly turns down the volume and notices the clock on 
her living room wall ticking loudly. She grabs her head and 
winces, looking up at the clock. She gets up to turn it off, 
placing her phone on the arm of the couch. Simultaneously, 
her room color switches to orange. She whips her head around.

                                                                    Formula                                   by Labrinth begins playing

She walks into her room to see the LED room lights remote on 
her bed, under her kitten, Mia.

(she sighs with relief)

Angel takes one step towards her bed as the lights completely 
shut off. She is now frozen. Mia meows quietly.

(security alarm sounds for a 
moment, but a 4 digit code is 
quickly typed in to stop it)
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Angel looks at her cracked bathroom door and notices the 
light is on. She peaks her head from the bedroom doorway to 
look at the security pad in the living room hallway, a dark 
figure stands there very still. Mia meows again and the dark 
figure turns towards Angel's direction. Angel drops into a 
squat and shuffles out of the bedroom doorway.

                                                                                                                  Formula                                            In "       ", the song picks up speed, skipping to the 
                             "Screws loose, Tell em" lyric

Angel dips behind the couch, squat walking to the hallway 
where the security pad is.

(Angel's phone rings)

At the same time, the dark figure makes its way to the end of 
the couch and is illuminated by Angel's phone. The figure's 
face is unidentifiable, but they have a short, blond bob, are 
wearing a black crewneck, black sweat pants and carrying a 
large gun. They click Angel's phone off. As she tries to 
hide, Angel drunkenly stumbles backwards. She covers her 
mouth to muffle her groaning as she falls.

(footsteps rush towards Angel)

Angel gets up and angles her body behind the hallway, still 
looking at the figure, starting to breathe harder.

(Angel's bedroom door creaks)

Angel's room is now dark blue. The glow illuminates the 
figure as they sharply turn the other direction and jog to 
Angel's room. Angel walks backwards down the hallway, still 
able to see the room color.

                                                                                                                              Formula                                                  In "       ", the lyric "I'm living for the thrill, formula" 
                                                        fades away to silence, besides the sound of wind blowing

The bedroom glow is now green. Angel backs into a bedroom 
door. She quickly opens the door, shutting it quietly, and 
looking down at the green glow on the floor. She turns around 
to see the bedroom window open, curtains flowing in the 
breeze. The glow switches to yellow on her feet

(two sets of footsteps come down 
the hallway)

Angel climbs out of the window, onto the balcony and looks 
down. She sees a figure, that's dressed identical to who she 
just saw in her house, staring up at her. The bedroom door 
swings open, Angel whips her head around and two identical 
women stare at her. They're both holding large guns and one 
has a backpack with Angel's laptop hanging out, while the 
other has a fist full of jewelry and couple gift bags. The 
glow behind the twins turns red and they charge at Angel.


